
• BCC is the most common cancer in many countries

• BCC accounts for about 75% of all skin cancers

• There are more NMSC in the US than all other 

cancers combined.

• NMSC

– significant economic burden

– significant morbidity

• accurate incidence data are essential for a correct 

evaluation of the costs and the morbidity

IMPORTANCE



• figures – geographical variations 

• difficulties

• trends and risk factors

• special patients groups

• what are the challenges for tomorrow 





• 75 studies conducted over the past half 

century : largest systematic review

• to look at geographical variations and 

trends worldwide

• comparison with recent U.K. cancer 

registry data 

A systematic review of worldwide incidence of
nonmelanoma skin cancer



• focused on white populations in Europe, USA, 

Australia

• highest rates in Australia 

>1000/100.000 person-years (PY)

for BCC

• lowest rates in Africa < 1/100.000 person-years 

for BCC

• incidence rates in UK ↑ more vs rest of Europe

Results





• England : 

average incidence rates
76.21/100.000 PY BCC
22.65/100.000 PY SCC

highest rates S.W. England
121.29/100.000 PY BCC

33.02/100.000 PY SCC
lowest rates London

0.24/100.000 PY BCC
14.98/100.000 PY SCC 



• variations in ethnicity : explanation for BCC distribution UK

• SW of England : 
highest UVB exposure highest incidence BCC

• higher rates 
in Switzerland highest average altitude in Europe 

→ higher UV levels
in Italy low latitudes and high-altitude (northern)

• North America : ↑ BCC incidence ↓ latitude
division Northern and Southern states

• Jordan similar latitude North America
large difference in incidence rate : illustration of the effect of 
skin type

DISCUSSION



• poor registration

• variations in registration

• different standard populations used for the age 

adjustment

• variations in ethnicity

DIFFICULTIES



• only a few population-based cancer registries collect BCC 
information

• only the first primary histologically confirmed BCC per patient
but many patients develop multiple BCC over time
some patients present with multiple BCC on one day

• sometimes treatment of clinically diagnosed BCC without 
histological confirmation.

• estimates of 4 European regions. 30% more patients with a BCC 
and 40% to 100% more BCC tumours diagnosed then were 
routinely reported for patients with a first primary BCC

De Vries et al. Arch Dermatol 2012; 148: 347-354

DIFFICULTIES



• Dutch study :
– to investigate the number of subsequent non-

histologically diagnosed BCCs in patients with a first 
histologically diagnosed BCC in 2004

– to observe differences in tumour characteristics 
between histologically and non-histologically 
diagnosed BCC(s)

– results

• 33.2 % of the 1089 followed-up pts developed 
subsequent BCC

• 1974 BCCs were observed
1833 were histologically         diagnosed

141 were non-histologically 

FREQUENCY OF NON-HISTOLOGICALLY 
DIAGNOSED BCC



• distribution of tumour site and subtype differed 
significantly
predominantly located on trunk and 2/3 superficial

• it is pivotal for healthcare policy makers

Flohil et al, JEADV 2013; 27: 907-911

FREQUENCY OF NON-HISTOLOGICALLY 
DIAGNOSED BCC



• trends in incidence

• incidence increase in young patients

• cumulative risks and rates of subsequent BCCs

• risk factors

• socioeconomic status and non-melanoma skin cancer

• occupational skin cancer

TRENDS & RISKFACTORS 



• Denmark has extensive registration of NMSC in 2 nationwide 
population-based registries

• between 1978-2007 the age-adjusted BCC incidence↑
♀ 27.1 to 96.6 cases/100.000 PY
♂ 34.2 to 91.2 cases/100.000 PY

• for both BCC and SCC higher average annual % incidence 
change for ♀ than for ♂

• The average annual % change in BCC incidence for persons 
<40y was significantly higher than for older persons, 
especially ♀

Birch-Johansen et al Int J Cancer 2010: 127: 2190-2198

TRENDS IN DENMARK 1978-2007



• analysis of over 50.000 cases of NMSC registered 
between 1994-2011 (Irish National Cancer Registry)

• incidence of BCC and SCC stable 1994-2002

• significant increase (BCC > SCC) 2002-2011

• largest relative ↑ in BCC incidence younger populations
clothed bodysites

• incidence of BCC and SCC (lesser extent) ↑ with 
increasing affluence in urban but not in rural areas.

Deady et al, BJD, 2014, epub

TRENDS IN IRELAND





• overall treatment rates have increased substantially 
during the past decade
excision rates are declining in younger Australians

• effects of skin cancer prevention programs 
prominent in Australia since early 1980’s

• given the long latent period for sunlight-induced 
cancers and population aging, the burden of NMSC is 
likely to remain substantial for some time to come

TURNING THE TIDE ?



• cohort study: the first 2483 pts diagnosed with a first 
histologically confirmed BCC were followed in 5 years

• 5-year cumulative risk of developing one or more 
subsequent BCCs was 29.2%
incidence rates were 

– 25.318 per 100.000 person-years in the first 6 months 
after first BCC diagnosis 

– 6.953 per 100.000 person-years after 5 years of 
follow-up 

Cumulative risks and rates of subsequent BCCs



• ♂ had 30% (95% CI 1.11-1.53) higher risk of 

developing multiple BCCs

those aged 65-79 years had 81% higher risk 

(95% CI 1.37-2.41) compared with pts <50 years

Flohil et al  BJD 2011; 165: 874-881

Cumulative risks and rates of subsequent BCCs







• using the Clinical Practice Research Datalink, a large 
primary care database 
BCC cases: 57.121 BCC free controls 57.121

• current alcohol drinkers had a slightly elevated BCC 
risk

• smokers had a significantly reduced BCC risk
lowest risk in current heavy smokers (≥40 cig./day)

• individuals with a BMI outside the normal range (BMI 
<18,5 or ≥25) less likely to develop BCC.

D. Reinau et al. BJC 2014; 111: 203-206

UK : lifestyle factors and comorbidities (1)



• BCC cases were significantly more likely to have a 
medical history of rheumatoid arthritis, inflammatory 
bowel disease (IBD) extra-cutaneous malignancies, 
solid organ transplantation and various skin disorders

• BCC cases were less likely to have been diagnosed 
with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), 
diabetes, schizophrenia and dementia

UK : lifestyle factors and comorbidities (2)



• rising incidence rates of BCC among those diagnosed 
at younger ages

• population-based case control study New Hampshire

657 BCC cases newly diagnosed between age 25-50
452 controls aged 25-50 years 

BCC and indoor tanning



• early-onset BCC was related to indoor tanning. 
adjusted OR 1.6 (95% CI 1.3-2.1)

strongest association was observed for first exposure 
as an adolescent or young adult, with 10% increase 
in the OR with each age younger at first exposure.

MR Karagas et al. Pediatrics 2014; 134 e4-12

BCC and indoor tanning 



• case-control study of early-onset BCC in Connecticut (2007-
2010)
BCC (n= 376) controls (n= 390) younger than 40 years

• ever indoor tanning was associated with a 69% increased risk 
of early-onset BCC  (95% CI 1.15-2.48)
association was stronger 

among females OR 2.14 (95% CI 1.31-3.47)
for multiple BCCs OR 2.16 (95% CI 1.26-3.70)
for BCCs trunk-extremities OR 2.81 (95% CI 1.57-5.02)

• Risk increased dose dependently with years using regular 
indoor tanning devices

• 27% of early-onset BCCs (or 43% among women) could be 
prevented if individuals never tanned indoors

Ferrucci et al. J Am Acad Dermatol 2012; 67: 552-62

BCC and indoor tanning



• tea and coffee are hypothesized to play a protective 
role in skin carcinogenesis through bioactive 
components, such as caffeine

• case-control study non-Hispanic Whites < 40 years  
BCC  n=377 controls n=390

• combined regular consumption of caffeinated coffee 
plus hot tea was inversely associated with early-
onset BCC OR 0.60  (95% CI  0.38-0.96)

L. Ferrucci et al. Eur. J. Canc. Prev. 2014: 23(4)
296-302

Tea, coffee and caffeine and early-onset BCC



• Denmark : nationwide cohort study: 52 166 BCC
3033 SCC

cohort of 3.7 million people born 1925-1976

• high socioeconomic status measured by education and 
disposable income : strong association with higher risk for 
BCC

• no association between SCC and educational level 
weak association with income

• supporting the hypothesis of different aetiologies 

Steding-Jessen et al.
Cancer Epidemiology 2010:34: 689-695

SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS AND NMSC



• Danish study : skin cancer as occupational disease
period 1.1.2000 – 31.12.2009

36 pts were identified, 31 pts notified but rejected
• 25 pts  BCC   9 pts SCC (2 pts both)
• 24 pts  caused by UVR exposure : mean sun exposure: 

29 years
other occupational exposures : asphalt work, welding, 
tar and mineral oil exposure

• differentiation between occupational and recreational 
exposure is difficult

• likely underreported → increased awareness
Caroe et al. Acta DV 2013

OCCUPATIONAL SKIN CANCER





• transplant patients

• advanced basal cell carcinoma

• superficial basal cell carcinoma 

SPECIAL PATIENTS GROUPS



• SCC and BCC account for 95% of skin cancer in organ 
transplant recipients (OTR)
75% on photo distributed sites

• risk of BCC development ↑ 10 fold
risk of SCC development ↑ 65 fold

• liver TR higher rate of BCC vs other TR

• NMSC appears on sun-exposed skin in areas of field 
cancerisation 

O’Reilly Zwald et al, JAAD 2011; 65:253-261

TRANSPLANT PATIENTS



• Scottish study : 610 patients (RTR) 38-month period
Median follow-up time from the date of first transplant was 10 
years
93 pts (15,2%) 368 skin cancers since transplant
BCC in 74 pts (12,1%)
SCC in 42 pts (6,9%) SCC:BCC ratio 0.7

• Spanish study (Valencia)  289 pts (RTR)
Median follow-up : 72 months (12-180 months)
73 pts (25,2%) : 162 tumours  ratio BCC:SCC 2.21:1
cumulative incidence    20.78 → 37.35%→53.08%

respectively   5 10 15      years after T

Mackintosh et al BJD 2013; 168 : 1047-1053
Berrat Garcia et al. Acta Derm Venereol 2013; 93:422-427

TRANSPLANT PATIENTS



• subset that can be difficult to treat
due to local invasiveness

proximity to vital structures
metastasis

• represent roughly 1-10 % of all BCCs

• metastatic BCCs 0.028-0.5 %

• two categories : 

– due to delay in accessing medical care

– intrinsically aggressive

• Incidence of advanced BCC also increasing?

Molan et al. Curr Derm Rep 2014, 3: 40-45

ADVANCED BCC



• better registration : better measure incidence

→ accurate evaluation of prevention programs

→ better estimation of economic burden 

• management of NMSC will impose significant 
demands

• prevention campaigns : how to optimize the efforts

THE CHALLENGES FOR THE FUTURE


